
Context and effectiveness 



 Effective arguments for biodiversity: 
◦ Bruce covered types of arguments 
◦ Eeva will discuss effectivness 
◦ I’ll focus on role of context 

 Links across FP7 projects 
◦ SPIRAL: effective science policy interfaces 
◦ BESAFE (and BIOMOT): effective arguments 
◦ OPERAs (and OpenNESS): effective tools and 

instruments 
 
 

 



 Science Institute for the 
Dutch Ministry of Water 
Management 

 Integrated water 
management c.1988 

 Nature: no clear figures 
◦ ships need 30m; farmers need X 

m3... 
 Forty flagship species 
◦ spider/radar chart (‘amoeba’) 
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Presentation Notes
Example to make link between projects and to demonstrate importance of some context features



 Policy question: what if Rhine cleaned up by 
50% of heavy metal pollution? 
◦ Answer: little impact!  90%+ needed. 

 “Bad message”: $$$ spent for little benefit! 
◦ Must add chemical, biological, fisheries measures.  
◦ Other Ministries (inc. Nature) resist interference. 

 Water ministry response: OK, forget it, focus 
on sewage and water quality, drop the 
ecosystem stuff. 



 Minister heard of the diagram 
◦ Opened a conference with it 
◦ “Ecological Dow Jones index of the North Sea”  
◦ Insisted it must be in third water management plan 

 Why am I talking about this? 
◦ Context: same arguments, different effects 
◦ Other Ministries: They’re encroaching on our patch! 
◦ Water Ministry: Political trouble: heads down. 
◦ Scientist: Keep quiet? Publish? Dangerous territory! 
◦ Minister: Hmmm, I could use this… 
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Who is involved, who is target, what are power, attitude, interest, knowledge…



Interest 
 
Perspective 
 
Power 
 
Understanding 
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“Scientists tend to be very matter of fact. It’s 
all facts so they present it as facts and then 

it’s…just not accessible.  
 

And they think “well,  why is it not 
accessible?”  

 
Because … that’s not how people really 

communicate.” 



 
 

Which one would you open a conference with? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Stephenson, G. R. (1967). Cultural acquisition of a specific learned response 
among rhesus monkeys. In: Starek, D., Schneider, R., and Kuhn, H. J. (eds.), 
Progress in Primatology, Stuttgart: Fischer, pp. 279-288.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

The choice of framing can influence arguments 
used and their effectiveness 

 
“While payments may strengthen community relations and simplify action 
for environmental care, they may also introduce a purely instrumental 
logic and in some cases worsen the environmental status by crowding 
out environmental virtues.” (Vatn 2010 “An institutional analysis of payments 
for environmental services”, Ecological Economics, 69:6) 

Concern for others 
Responsibility for own actions 
Acceptance of external conditions 

Feeling of entitlement: I’m 
paying for this service! 
Transfer of blame  
Distrust of motives 











 Credibility: perceived quality, validity and 
scientific adequacy of the people, processes 
and knowledge exchanged; 

 Relevance: salience and responsiveness of the 
SPI and knowledge to policy and societal 
needs; 

 Legitimacy: perceived fairness and balance of 
the SPI processes; 

 Iterativity: proposed as additional criterion in 
SPIRAL research. 
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Presentation Notes
The features identified all influence how arguments are structured, transmitted, received.  They’re built in to the framework/toolkit discussed tomorrow.  Outcome features bring us to effectiveness (Eeva)
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